Sinhgad Management Institutes
In Association with
Indian Society for Training & Development, Pune
Organizes

HR Conclave on HRM Competencies

5th October 2013, Saturday    9:30 am to 5:00 pm

Venue
S.K.N. Sinhgad School of Business Management,
S. No. 10/1, Ambegaon (Bk), Off Sinhgad Road,
Pune 411041
Sinhgad Technical Education Society (STES)

Sinhgad Technical Education Society (STES), established in the year 1993 under the leadership of Founder President, Prof. M.N. Navale and Founder Secretary Dr (Mrs.) Sunanda M. Navale with an objective of providing quality education in the field of Engineering, Management, Medical, Computer, Architecture, Pharmacy, Law, Arts, Science, Commerce, Nursing and School Education. Mr. Rohit M. Navale - Vice President – HR and Ms Rachna Navale - Vice President – Admin are efficiently contributing to the progress of STES. STES aims at giving wider perspective to learning community and keep them updated with changing business world. Industry insight by various dignitaries takes this goal forward and set higher benchmarks every time. Sinhgad Management Institutes not only understand the dreams of students but also become part of it. With industry interface, we nurture leadership within students and prepare them for tomorrow. Together we accomplish, together we celebrate, together we grow...

Indian Society for Training & Development (ISTD)

The Indian Society for Training & Development (ISTD), established in April 1970, is a national level professional & non-profit society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860. ISTD with Head Quarters at New Delhi, has 45 Chapters across the India in which ISTD Pune Chapter is one of the active chapters. ISTD organizes Training Programs, all over the country both at Chapter and National Levels. The programs cover selected areas of HRD with special emphasis on Training of Trainers, Training Goals & Objectives and Training Tools & Technologies. A very large number of Public and Private Sector Organizations, Training Institutions Central and State Government participate in these programs, some of which have been held in collaboration with Planning Commission, Bureau of Public Enterprises and the Training Division of Department of Personnel, Government of India. The Society publishes a much sought after Quarterly Journal “Indian Journal of Training and Development” (IJTD) and offers 18 months Distance Learning Programme – Diploma in Training and Development, recognized by the Ministry of HRD, Govt of India.

HR Conclave

India is one of the biggest and best human resource providers in the world. This is agreed by all nations. Does it mean that we don’t face challenges? In reality, since we face maximum challenges, we find maximum solutions. That is the reason we are highly recognized! More than any other challenges, Human Resource challenges are more critical and sensitive. While handling human variable, one cannot use specific formula or any one theory to arrive to solution. These are all permutations and combinations which derive most suitable solutions out of all alternatives.

HR conclave will unfold the existing HR practices, issues in industry and resolve them. Experts from various industries are brought together to create a platform of knowledge, awareness, exchange of ideas many more. The Learning community is certainly going to benefit because of such versatile speakers and their experiences.
Objectives

- To enrich students and faculty with current HR practices
- To develop requisite HRM competencies
- To strengthen industry institute interface

Key Speakers

- Mr Padmakar N Deshpande
  GM & Zonal Head
  Bank of Maharashtra, Pune City Zone

- Ms Kavita Kulkarni
  VP & Head HR Unit
  Infosys Ltd

- Mr Ravendra Mishra
  Head Human Capital
  Garware-Wall Ropes Ltd

- Mr Pankaj Pradeep
  GM HR
  FIAT India Automobiles Ltd

HR Conclave covers...HRM competencies... in the fields like

- Banking Sector
- Information Technology Sector
- Manufacturing Sector
- Automobile Sector

Conveners

- Dr. Rajashree Shinde,
  Director, SKN SSBM

- Dr. R. G. Shukla,
  Chairman, ISTD, Pune

Organizing Committee

- Dr. Nilesh Gokhale, Director, SIOM
- Dr. J. John Peter, Dean RMDSSOMS
- Dr. Moshin Shaikh, HOD MBA, SKNCOE
- Dr. Mamta Mishra, HOD MBA, SCOE
- Dr. Sunil Ujagare, Dean, NBNSSOMS
- Prof Ashok Gandhe, SKNSSBM
- Prof Jyotsna Jadhav, SKNSSBM

- Mr. Prashant Bendre,
  Vice Chairman, ISTD, Pune

- Mr. Ashish Vyas
  Secretary, ISTD, Pune

- Mr. Prem Pal Singh
  Treasurer, ISTD, Pune

Registration

- Registration: 9:30 am – 10:00 am
- Session: 10:00 am – 05:00 pm

For more details, Contact

- Prof Prajakta Joshi 9371207428
- Prof Archana Mahamuni 9552763301
- Prof Sadhna Ogale 9594002306